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Fate extra ccc route guide

Edit Share King of HeroesThe Oldest KingWedge of Heaven Fate/EXTELLA / LinkFate/EXTRA CCC Servant, Human, Heroic Spirit, King Normal classes: Gilgamesh (Avgガa, Girugamesshu?) is an unclassified servant available to be selected by Hakuno Kishinami in Fate / EXTRA CCC. When he crosses to Near Side in
Fate/EXTELLA, he gets the same Archer-class classification as his counterpart that appears in Fate/stay night. Profile[edit] Identity[edit] Elaborate article: History Gilgamesh, whose true name is not hidden by a class designation, cannot exist on the near side of the moon cell because of his strength, so he is only able to
exist on the other side. He simply wastes time sleeping because of nothing to be able to exist there, but his physical body wakes up with BB restructuring of the Far Side. [5] Appearance[edit] He is offended when people think his height is more normal than expected. He believes that there is no excessive meat and
weight, ever since he was born. [4] His answer to his three sizes, he claims to have a golden body; fits the golden king. It's far too beautiful for others to see, but if you want him to throw off, produce a command seal. [4] He likes to wear golden-colored underwear. [4] Golden Armor (Avg.冑, Kogane no Katchū?): Standard
outfit for CCC. Same design as fate/stay night. He argues that he doesn't need it while playing around, and that it's only essential to protect against evil spirits like terrifying snakes, because it's anti-petration equipment and giant bulls. [7] He describes it as a masterpiece, but it is an obstacle, which is why he is an Archer.
Modern Costume of Volupté (Avg.: After being called The Night's Lord of Hakuno while in these clothes, he is first offended, so like the expression and forgive them. Excited Swimmer (1999– The clothes that the child Gilgamesh wore in Fate /Hollow Ataraxia. Although he himself seems to prefer Speedos, this swimsuit is
unique in that it is the most normal of those that the servants of the CCC wear. Genesis Mythology Mystic Code (###初の神話礼, Gensho no Shinwa Reisō?): The clothes that Gilgamesh wore in Fate/Hollow Ataraxia after unleashing his full force. Beautiful body of attraction and worship (賛南せ南魅惑南南南?) Immoral
Rider Jacket (背徳海海海ーー州州州州州州?) - His clothing in Unlimited Blade Works (route). Gilgamesh in Fate / EXTRA CCC, illustrated by Arco Wada.Archer in Fate / EXTELLA, illustrated by Arco Wada.Archer costume in Fate / EXTELLA, illustrated by Arco Wada.Archers Coldhearted Bloodless Warden outfit
costume in Fate / EXTELLA. Gilgamesh and Saber illustration by Arco Wada from Fate / EXTRA material WADARCO Illustrations.Gilgamesh and the other server form the Fate/ EXTRA CCC of Arco Wada from Fate / EXTRA material WADARCO Illustrations.Archer's DLC Costume in Fate/EXTELLA LINK. Archer's
downloadable costume in Fate/EXTELLA LINK. Add picture in this Personality[edit] Gilgamesh's personality is strongly influenced by the era in which he is summoned. The world, his estate, of Fate/stay night was sullied by the consumer community in the early 2000s, so he was in a worse mood in general. He has
enjoyed the virtual world in 2032, so his personality is more stable and closer to what it was like during his life. Arco Wada says he reminds her of Gilgamesh in Fate/hollow ataraxia. [8] He still shows his normal self-centered traits, but Nasu wanted to show that there is more to his character than that. [9] He has no
particular interest in the events of the SE. Ra. PH, and decides to just do as he pleases. This changes later when he personally declared that the fight against BB has also become his struggle. Gilgamesh has no romantic feelings for his Master, and he even goes so far to ask the female version Who is the Man You Want
to Be Held By? for entertainment. He believes there can be nothing else between a man and a woman. He limits it to Student Council members, but he will be annoyed if he is elected instead. He takes it as a given that he is already the obvious choice, so it is useless in spelling boredom. He says it was inevitable
because of being exposed to her aura of such closeness and forgives her, but also completely rejects her, mentioning that she is four thousand years premature for him. He prefers a noble virgin, a virgin, and a flower that blooms on the plain was his type during his childhood. [4] He is often referred to as AUO, based on
the Japanese pronunciation of King of Heroes (Eiyū-Ō?). He believes that he has no weakness and has no fault. He likes to take pleasure walks, no matter what age it is. He can't stop walking around the country. Well, he slept until I got back to level one though. [4] Role[edit] Can you chat with the king of heroes? [edit]
Can you chat with the king of heroes? Can you chat with the king of heroes? (Avg., Eiyū-Ō to, Ohanashi dekiru ka na??) is a game on the Fate/EXTRA CCC website that involves talking to Gilgamesh. The player is an unknown presence that has caused the spirit particles to become restless and disrupt Gilgamesh's
peace in the Kimian lunar ocean on the other side of the lunar cell. After being awakened, he mentions that the area should be the territory of zero, which means that no one should be able to penetrate. The player has choices to choose different dialogue options to try to talk to him, but, depending on his mood, he can
only repeatedly kill the tormentors instead. He does not recognize the player at first, just calls them a noise and kills them for three days. They revive and return every time, so he eventually acknowledges their apparent desire to be killed by him and decides to play alongside them. Finally acknowledging them as a
mongrel, he tries to get them to establish a better but they fail, so he can do it and kill them in the process. He begins to enjoy the process of killing and letting them revive, but the player's lack of knowledge of him makes him angry. Having finally learned about him, he is glad that the player has learned his place. If he is
called the Knight King, he becomes angry, but also says that it has a resonance about what makes him want to be introduced to the person who holds the title. Their daily conversations continue, bringing up the Holy Grail war and having the player humiliate themselves trying to reassure him. He asks the player to serve
him tea as a favor to find a task for them, but there is a disturbance in moon cell the next day after he prepares his golden tea set. He tries to get them to resume the task the next day, but cuts the conversation shortly after realizing that the player is not a magus. He is interested in the events with the player, and sees
that such a normal is impossible. He tries to establish a connection, but he can only test receptive capacity and kill the player. After they have arisen, he notes that they are connected even if the player's soul cannot be eterized. The connection between them begins to break, which causes him to realize the cause of the
situation. After finding out that the Distant Page was restructured, he reveals that the eighteen days of transmissions took only less than a microsecond from the moon cell's perspective. This restructuring is responsible for the player who interacts with him, feels human corruption and misconduct from the malignant
information that invades the area. The last day comes, and Gilgamesh almost draws Enkidu on the player while musing over the possibility of their immortality stemming from being a god. He praises their sincerity, despite their density, by acknowledging them as one of his subjects. He is able to predict events that have
not yet passed due to the proliferation of spirit particles of the lunar cell when the Distant Side goes through cycles through resolution and reconstruction. He sees the end of the player being swallowed into nothing and disappears without a trace. He says that they are not a magus, but the desire to endure the depths can
allow their voice to reach him on the other side of the moon. [edit] Gilgamesh's Secret Garden Unlike the other servants who travel with Hakuno to the Far Side after contracting with them in the Holy Grail, Gilgamesh cannot travel to the near side to participate and lives only within the Far Side. Hakuno had been
contracted to a Berserker-class servant in advance, but the contract was cut one way or another before he appeared on the Far Side and met Gilgamesh. While drifting during imaginary numbers on the other side of the moon, Hakuno meets Gilgamesh in a weakened state. Gilgamesh tells Hakuno, who was alarmed by
the presence of an absolute being, that he/she is not permitted to watch, ask questions or talk to him. However, he is impressed by desire to survive despite the fact that nothing is left, and asks Hakuno to offer him his wisdom as a second chance at life. Hakuno is completely forbidden to interact with Gilgamesh in every
way, and uses all its command seals to allow each of the above. Amused by his seemingly illogical actions, Gilgamesh decides to become Hakuno's servant; However, he proclaims himself to be merely an observer on Hakuno's journey, and not an ally who would risk himself for his Master. In chapter Sakura: Bad End,
Gilgamesh's memory cut protects half Hakuno from BB's program despite the fact that he has no memories of him/her. He is pleased with Hakuno's pure, brazen desire to reclaim Gilgamesh at the expense of his own life, and asks who would save such a miserable being if not himself. After his release from his seal,



Gilgamesh easily sends the program with his Noble Phantasm and declares Hakuno's struggle to now be his own. Gilgamesh's ending has Hakuno returning to the near side of the moon to participate in the Holy Grail war of destiny/EXTRA, forgetting the preceding events with Gilgamesh and not being able to remember
the servant they have contracted. They find Gilgamesh sitting naked in his room, remembering the Far Side and filled with surprise over his existence because he should be confined only to the Far Side. He simply says: I broke that rule. It then proceeds to the erasure of Hakuno's data at the end of the Holy Grail war, but
Gilgamesh instead insults the moon cell, takes Hakuno, and decides to go out for any planet with intelligent life and an emphasis on consumption and progress. They end up on a planet 1,500 light-years away from Earth. Fate/EXTELLA[edit] Gilgamesh returns as a selectable playable character. He is the self-proclaimed
second-in-command of Altera's party, which fights alongside Altera, Jeanne d'Arc and Iskandar. He emerges from the Far Side, and after testing Altera's strength, he joins her allegedly to repay a debt his father owes her to save her life during the descent of Sefar. However, he is suggested to have memories of Hakuno
from the events that occurred in the Fate/EXTRA CCC, and his true reason for joining Altera is to protect Hakuno. Flame Poem[edit] Gilgamesh defends Mare Carcer against Nero Claudius's forces, but Nero defeats him. Orchid[edit] during Altera's invasion of the SE. Ra. PH, Gilgamesh destroyed one of Tamamo no
Mae's territories guarded by Karna. Afterwards he returned to his base in Mare Origo where he bombarded Mare Luxuria. But his base is soon invaded by Tamamo forces, and he is defeated by Tamamo. He later helps defend Mare Carcer, where he is again defeated. Dawn[edit] Gilgamesh appears from the Far Side
feeling an instability in Zero Dark. When he arrives at Mare Carcer, he interrupts Altera and Jeanne's duel with his Port. He mocks Jeanne for being too weak to fight while praising Altera for still being able to fight. He reveals reveals He crossed Far Side's border into Zero Dark when he felt an instability there. Altera deds
his true name, acknowledging that his fragrance is from an ancient civilization. Gilgamesh reveals that he knows Altera's former identity as Sefar, and demands that she prove to him that her legend, older than his, is true. He fights Altera, but he's bored that she's holding back by not turning into Sefar. Altera replies that
she refuses to let go of a memory that she walks on earth in her current form, fighting to leave something behind, rather than being of sheer destruction. Watching her refuse to change, Gilgamesh launches a poisonous sword to force her to. Hakuno cures the poison though, and Gilgamesh and Altera fight again, which
ends in a standstill. Gilgamesh reveals to Altera how, like Sefar, she spared her father before he was born, causing the gods to swear a debt to her. He decides to join her to repay that debt, confirming Hakuno's suspicions that he has only tested Altera. He declares himself as Altera's second-in-command, even though
he refuses to follow her orders. He then leaves telling Altera to find her own way if she wants to continue to be a hero. Jeanne asks him why he chose to work under Velber to destroy the world. He leaves her to think about whether she should follow her duty to Moon Cell, or her own passions. After Altera returns to the
cave when he returns from defending Mare Origo from Tamamo's army, Gilgamesh confronts Hakuno in the throne room. He asks them how they feel now knowing that they are just the body of the original Hakuno, without a mind or a soul. He notes that the revelation does not faze them given their situation. He
continues Hakuno always prioritized what happens for them, and took what they thought was the best path towards that priority no matter how difficult. He then leaves after asking Hakuno to always remain resolute. After Altera returns to the cave when he returns from conquering Mare Mellum, Hakuno finds Gilgamesh
sitting on The Throne of Altera. He asks if they were intimidated by Altera after witnessing her true power as Sefar. Now that they understand The True Power of Altera, He makes fun of them for believing that they were a heroic spirit master. Gilgamesh points out Altera's absence and asks Hakuno to seize the
opportunity to run away and ask Nero for help. Something he says the original Hakuno would do. Hakuno, however, refuses to leave, so Gilgamesh asks them to reject his words. He continues that he would never appoint himself second-in-command if they were the type to run away. He then explains that he was not
second-in-command to help Altera, but to watch over Hakuno's actions for his pleasure. He tells Hakuno all their fates will be up to them before departure. When Altera invades Mare Aurum, Gilgamesh reports that Zero Dark's core is disturbing. He realizes that Nero's forces are preparing for invade Mare Carcer, and ask
Altera to stop Gawain. Later, when Altera comes in Carcer to stop Nero invasion, Gilgamesh reports Nero and Archimedes are currently in the throne room with the intention of seizing Hakuno. Altera asks him how long it will take for them to hack into the cave, to which he replies it will not be long given that they have
both Regalia and an engineer. Gilgamesh later attacks Archimedes when he tries to extort Regalia from Altera by torturing Hakuno after she killed Nero. He mocks Archimedes for his arrogance, calling him the greatest of idiots. He attacks him again, which Archimedes fails to block completely. Archimedes reminds
Gilgamesh of his people's debt to Altera, but Gilgamesh replies that he only joined Altera for Hakuno's sake. That he is the case, he is thus still technically under Altera's contract, since he has not yet saved her. Archimedes calls his argument illogical, but Gilgamesh calls it royally capricious that Archimedes will never
understand. Gilgamesh ignores Altera's attempts to thank him, leaving her and Hakuno to finish things. Golden Poem[edit] Gilgamesh with Jeanne helps Iskandar fight Nero's forces in Mare Origo, but they are both defeated. Gilgamesh later sees the battle between Nero and Iskandar from a distance. He is considering
killing both Hakuno and Nero if the fight does not entertain. Jeanne contacts him to ask if he's serious, but he ignores her. She then asks him why he joined Altera, when he was not summoned by Moon Cell, so she can not perceive a reason for him to intervene with Velber. Gilgamesh thinks she's joking, but she insists
she's not. He then explains how he came from the Far Side after feeling an awakening in Zero Dark to intervene in the fight against Sefar. He feels that the fight against Sefar will end, and wonders what will come next, as neither he nor Jeanne can perceive it. The next day, Jeanne and Gilgamesh help defend Mare
Carcer, but they are defeated again. Abilities[edit] Gilgamesh differs from ordinary heroic spirits in that he is not limited to a single class. He was manifested as a servant as other heroic spirits, but his power was too great for the goal of participating in the Holy Grail war held by the moon cell. The moon cell will not have
the strongest master, but rather the last surviving Master. It considered that the winner would have been settled from the beginning if he had participated, so he was not allowed to enter and sealed away. He personally claims to have entered the Far Side voluntarily due to finding the tournament format for diluted and
sculpted in relation to the seven magic melee on which it was based, lacking betrayal, artifice or fruitless effort. Despite this claim, he cannot actually leave through his own will without many limitations being placed on him. At his end, he shatters the rule of non-existent on the near side, but it costs him ninety percent of
his Treasury. Due to the time he spent sleeping on the other side, and quoted it as a time approaching eternity eternity To the nature of the Distant Page, he returned to level one. While his soul was unaffected, his abilities and strength were dulled and tarnished through his peaceful sleep, unlike other servants who would
lose themselves while only being able to desperately cling to consciousness to prevent erasure. All his statistics are E rank, but unlike Hakuno's other servants, his Noble Phantasm is not sealed. He argues that Ea, who is considered to be his main Noble Phantasm under the Moon Cell system, is always available to him,
but that he will not use it because Hakuno could not handle it and the lack of worthy opponents. Only when he decides that Hakuno's battle is his own does he allow it to be used, although he would have unsealed it immediately had some of alter egos been derived from the hated Ishtar. He argues that his Potion of youth
can potentially restore his power, but decides that it is Hakuno's duty to rehabilitate his body. Gilgamesh shows the use of Babylon's gate in battle, and along with raining down swords, he draws a variety of weapons in close combat, including swords similar to Enki, a golden axe, and a black and gold drill-shaped
weapon. He uses Enkidu, to shock opponents, and a smaller use of Ea as a skill. Loose the Winds (2014つ, Kaze wo Hanatsu?) is an attack with one of the swords similar to Enki, charging at the enemy with great speed and slashing. Clear the Storm (払, Arashi wo Harau?) is an attack with the golden axe, similarly
charging, chopping down and performing a spinning swing that crushes space. Enurta'灰 s ash oil (Enuruta no Haiabura?) temporarily increases its strength. Kishar: The King's Right (律権,Ō Tadashi Ken Kisharu?) reduces damage taken for 4 acts, including the one used. Damkina: The king's right (南律権‧Ō Tadashi
Ken Damukina?) restores magical energy. Enkidu: Chains of Heaven (南南鎖, Ten no Kusari?) deals with magical damage and stuns for two turns. Babylon's Gate: King's Treasure (Avg財, Ō no Zaihō?) deals with magical damage and stuns. Sword of Violation, Ea (乖剣‧,999, Kairi Ken Ea?) deals with physical harm.
Condition: You must be below 30% health. Enuma Elish: The star of the creation that split heaven and earth (乖闢, Tenchi Kairisu Kaibyaku no Hoshi?) immediately defeats his opponent. Conditions: At least 5 turns must have passed and the opponent must be under 30% health. The passive skills of the Golden Ratio
(Avg率, Kogane Ritsu?) and Collector (Avg., Korekutā?) provide more Sakurament after battle and increase the chance of finding objects after battle. A.U.O. Cast Off Gilgamesh's technique for revealing Lancer's third SG is A.U.O. Cast Off (A‧U‧O)‧Avg., Eiyū-Ō(A‧U‧O) Kyasuto Ofu?), a way for him to cut loose
and hear the gorgeous voices of miserable girls who are an instrument to be played by the king. Removing his clothes, he reveals his naked body, a thing of superior beauty surpasses the most perfect diamonds in the world and has great effect on virginal girls like her. As he poses provocatively and encourages her to
stare fervently at him if she is really used to such, it is super effective against her and allows her SG to be caught. Although his plan was for her to be consecrated by his glory and surrender herself, she instead ran away, possibly because he was too beautiful even for someone who pursues beauty and showed too much
difference between them. Rani decides to delete the last five minutes from the council room's records, and Hakuno decides to forever ignore whether it was a serious trick or just to tease The Lancer. He usually wears Golden Armor (Avg.冑, Kogane no Katchū?) materialized from magical energy much like Artoria's
armor. It has a strong innate magical resistance. He argues that he doesn't need it while playing around, and that it's only essential to protect against evil spirits like terrifying snakes, because it's anti-petration equipment and giant bulls. [10] He describes it as a masterpiece, but it is an obstacle, which is why he is an
Archer. Development[edit] Creation and conception[edit] Concept art by AUO Cast-Off Kinoko Nasu felt that while pondering which class to place Gilgamesh in, he did not require a class because there is no need to limit [Gil] like this anymore. The original test version he played the game made the character extremely
broken gameplay-wise, which led to him being described as hax mode on the Washbasin selection screen. He does not know if it will be the final design choice, or whether they will adjust the balance of power. [11] AuO Cast-Off was made for fun during scenario production, and they had originally planned to use the
swimsuit model to perform the task by focusing the camera on the torso and revealing only a little skin. It turned out that Kunimitsu from the model team had, off the clock, spontaneously, made several models, including a nude Gilgamesh model to Nasu's surprise. [12] References[edit | edit source] ↑ 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.03
1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 [] Fate/EXTRA material - SERVANT Parameter and Skills: SERVANT GILGAMESH, p.019 SERVANT GILGAMESH Master: Main protagonist Identity: Gilgamesh Gender: Male Height, Weight: 182cm/68kg Alignment：Chaotic Good Strength: B Endurance:
B Agility: B Mana: A Luck: A Noble Phantasm: EX Class Skills ■ Independent Action: EX Personal skills ■ Golden Rule : A ■ Divinity: B (A+) ■ Collector: EX Noble Phantasm ■ Enuma Elish: The Star of Creation that Split Heaven and Earth Rank: EX Type: Anti-World Range: 1 ~ 999 Maximum number of targets: 1000
people ギルガメッシュ マスター：主⼈公 真名：ギルガメッシュ 性別：男性 ⾝⻑‧体重：１８２ｃｍ∕６８ｋｇ 属性：渾沌‧善 筋⼒：B 耐久：B 敏捷：B 魔⼒：A 幸運：A 宝具：EX クラス別筋⼒ ■ 単独⾏動：EX マスター不在でも⾏動できる。 ただし宝具の使⽤等、多⼤な魔⼒を必要とする⾏為にはマスターの
バックアップが必要となる。 Avg律:A 南海海ンン南南は南南南銭南://://銭0つ00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 ソともなれば⻩⾦の魂と⾔える. ⼤富豪でもやっていける⾦ピカぶり。 ⼀⽣⾦には
困らない。 ハサンとは違うのである。 ■ Avg性:B(A+) 南海南南州性属性南州州州州ンンンン. Coter: EX Coter: EX You are lucky enough to get rare items often, but there is no benefit to the master because it only applies to Gilgamesh himself. Gilgamesh is also a tax collector. All the treasures on earth have been
collected is Gilgamesh's habit, but it is not a metaphor or anything. He collected, paid for and sealed the forms of all the techniques that had occurred in his day. What Gilgamesh stores are not so much a treasure as the original of human wisdom. If there is something that is not in the collection of hero king, it is either by
a whole new concept that the new humanity is born or of civilizational technology of the intellectual life of other celestial bodies. Treasures: 闢 Star (Enma Elisch) Ranking: EX Type: Outlying Treasure Range: 1 to 999 Maximum Supplement: 1000 People Open闢———— The Final Treasure of Gilgamesh, which shows
all the beginnings. The space amputation by the sword and the divergence air that bears god's name in Mesopotamia mythology. When the Earth was still in its primitive state, the Air God turned the surface covered with magma's sea and gas, and the power of the crushed and stabilized stars is said to have become a
pseudo-deification. Many gods begin to build a country after the primitive earth stabilizes and becomes a world where life lives, but Air is said to be a god who made stars before that. 2.00 2.01 2.02 2.03 2.04 2.05 2.06 2.07 2.08 2.09 2.10 2.11 2.12 2.13 2.14 2.1 5 2.16 Skjebne/EXTELLA Materiale - Gilgamesh, s.010 3.0
3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 [Fate/EXTRA Materiale - KarakterProfil: Gilgamesh, p.054 Gilgamesh Høyde: 182cm Vekt: 68kg Blodtype: Ukjent bursdag: Ukjent bildefarge: Gull Talent: Golden Rule Liker: Seg selv, Makt misliker: seg selv, slanger naturlig fiende: ingen gilgamesh høyde: 182cm vekt: 68kg blodtype: ukjent
bursdag: ukjent bildefarge: gull spesiell ferdighet: golden ritsu favoritt ting: meg selv, Power Misliker: Ingen 4,0 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 4,5 4,6 4,7 4,8 4,9 [] Fate / EXTRA CCC - Gilgamesh Secret Garden ProfilNavn: Gilgamesh (Jeg er den absolutt første kongen. The King of Heroes As such, that's what you should call me.)
Height: (If I have to say, then) 182 cm (What? More normal than you excluded? Fool's day! Are you telling me to become a meat doll!?) Weight: (Again, if I have to say, then) 68 kg (assembly. Just so you know, there's nothing superfluous fresh. Again, since I was born, there has been no time when this body gained
baseline weight. It's been of use, mongrel.) 3 Size: B94/W73/H93 (A golden body becomes the golden king.) It's way too beautiful for your eyes, but if you want me to throw off, produce a command seal.) Home: (Let's see. If I were to answer as a human being, then it was not my capital,) Uruk Birthday: Unknown
(Beginning or End of the Country, choose what you prefer.) Weak point: Don't ask what you allReady knows. (It's obvious that my weakness is that I have no fault.) Fetishism: (Let's see ..) That their molding be beautiful is natural, there is no need to speaker of it. wish apps to my heart is the sound of a heart breaking,
and when beautiful objects are washed away, that even more beautiful drop of fluid. When you do, it's cute.) What are you seeking from your partner? ............ (That answer is one you should search for yourself.) Favorite underwear color? (You, are you now an invisible fool?) What is it besides gold!!! How do you send
your free time? Joy trims. (No matter what age it is, I can't stop conjuring around the country. Well, I died sleeping until I got back to level one though.) Lynchpin of heaven that isplifies Gilgamesh way of life. What expresses how the gods of antiquity lived and his birthplace. In history, the gods of the universe are divided
into two categories. When things that were all that besome gods, and when things are reborn as gods. Gods. which was already there is when things like heavenly bodies, such as sun and moon, or natural phenomena, such as storms or earthquakes, become subject to worship. Things that are reborn as gods are when
they were humans at first, but because of various factors, they deviated from being human and became the object of worship. Heroes and messiah and systems necessary to thrive fall into this category. The gods of Mesopotamia are of the former category. Natural phenomena have intentions and personalities and
reigned as the laws of heaven. What these gods sent out to remonstrate the people of the earth was Gilgamesh. The lynchpin of heaven. The king who was brought forth by the hands of the gods to secure the surface that left the age of the gods. However, he did not fulfill that role. Considering his own desires first,
controlling his kingdom as a person, he rejected how the gods lived as something from an earlier age. I will obey the gods. And respect them. But be destroyed. On the occasion you brought me forward, you lost your positions by your own actions. Thus old Uruk began, and the king who separated from the gods was
born. The King of Heroes, Gilgamesh. The king who was wanted as lynchpin, in truth, became the tip of the spear that put an end to old age. Chains of Heaven What exemplifies Gilgamesh's childhood. It expresses his struggle with the friend who was his equal and their adventure. The only story of a profit that will not
change for all eternity in the world. Death poison that exemplifies Gilgamesh youth. It expresses His pursuit of perpetual youth and eternal life and its circumstances. Thus, the childhood of his came to an end. The tyrant with neither blood nor tears. The hero who enjoyed himself masters every treasure, every pleasure.
The king with the conviction to treat good and evil equally. Since the absolute basis is itself, there is no need for other ideologies and ways of life. Although he is at the point of vanity, he is the same as the Macedonian king of conquerors, but the main difference between the king of heroes and the king of conquerors is
the point of not needing retainers. This hero, from the beginning to the end, only dictated himself. His love is treasures, tools; people were just things that would disappear. ... Although he acknowledges how much it deserves to be loved. Taken into account the topic of the CCC, it is impossible to avoid questions about
women. This is a digression, but Gilgamesh's preferred type is a noble virgin (virgin). (It seems that a flower that blooms on the plain was his type during his childhood.) It seems that he hates women who, while relying on men, have used men as their inner face. ↑ [] Destiny / EXTRA material - Encyclopedia: Gilgamesh
[Servant], p.175-176 Gilgamesh [Servant] A main server added for the CCC. The oldest hero of mankind, and a demigod who, B.C., ruled the city-state of Uruk. Ruthless and emotional. A tyrant who does not give in to the opinions of others and lives by his standards alone. Like Red Archer, I've explained exhaustively on
this guy en masse already, so there's nothing special that needs to be said. Although some details were shifted a little for Extra, he is basically the same Gil we all know. An extraordinary heroic spirit that flaunts his ornate golden armor and throws around his superabundant wealth of treasures as they grow on trees or
something. [pronoun thing] His nature (adjustment) is Chaotic good. A cold-blooded tyrant, and a hero who had sought and enjoyed all kinds of treasures and pleasures. Although capricious and temperamental, he does not (generally) kill anyone simply because he is in an ugly temper. When he kills a person, it is either
because that someone's soul is abhorrent, or because that person has become an enemy of his. King and s judge who weighs both good and evil equally. For him, a life is only what will die this moment or what will one day die. A being recognized by Gilgamesh as a life that must die this moment will be killed, even if a
sage. So in the end it has nothing to do with rules or conditions, and just depends on how he feels that day?! This kind of reaction is understandable, but that's what a king is. Whether sharp judgment synonymous with the truth of the universe, or mismanagement under a drunken stupor, if he is the one implementing it, it
would be the indisputable judgment of the king. Such is the absolute sovereign. Although some see him as similar to Iskandar in their egocentricity, the main difference between the two is that Gilgamesh has no need for vassals. Gilgamesh is a king who from start to finish reigns with the help of only himself. What he
loves is treasures and tools, while a person is no more than what must one day persevere. ...... No matter how worthy of love he may recognize that being. Taken into account the CCC's themes, women's issues cannot be avoided. Gil's type is a noble virgin. (Ko-Gil's is a wildflower.) He dislikes women who depend on
men and still wanted to make use of men. In other words, he dislikes female-like women. Although the moon cell had reconstructed and manifested him as a servant, unable to control him, it sealed him on the other side of the moon. As Gilgamesh himself had not seen much point in the Holy Grail war, he turned himself
into a bedhouse in the dark (malicious information), and dozed to dreams of degeneration. Although he had been lazily enjoying his wonderful isolation of helping no one and needing none, since he found ramblings of the fool (protagonist) who fell into hell kind of funny, he woke up and stuck his nose into the
protagonist's affairs for a little while, thus setting off the chain of events for his route. Because he had been napping in hell for an almost infinite time, both his mind and body have completely rusted. Just when you think he finally won't be cocksure by himself this time, it turns out that it is his default status to begin with. ←
new! But his Noble Phantasm is creating an insane injury, so I'm honestly a little worried about the balance of the game in the latter half of the game right now. The battle stream can turn into something terrible as gil-sama attacks → enemy dies! Although such is auo, being an allied servant, surely he will one day come
to mutual trust with the protagonist and, along with light conversation, unlock his SGs. In addition, because he is not incarnate in extraverse, he is not influenced by the nature of the era's civilization. In the CCC, one can occasionally catch glimpses of the more personal aspects of a neutral Gilgamesh from the era of the
epic. ↑ 6.0 6.1 [] Fate / EXTRA CCC - Gilgamesh Matrix Class: No Name: Gilgamesh Master: [PC] Noble Phantasm: Enuma Elish (Star of creation that divides heaven and earth) Keywords: King of Heroes, Friend Strength: B, Endurance: C, Agility: C, Magic: A, Luck: A Divinity: B (A+), Golden Rule: A, Collector: EX
Keywords Enuma Elish (The Star of Creation That Split Heaven and Earth) Gilgamesh's latest Noble Phantasm that reveals creation - the beginning of everything. The division of space that comes from the Sword violation, Ea, the sword crowned with the name of a god from Mesopotamian mythology. The god, Ea, is
believed to be the quasi-deification of the planet's power that turned, shattered and stabilized the Earth's surface when it was still covered in gas and seas of magma, beneath the earth's primordial stage. Many gods began to build nations after the original earth was stabilized into a world where living creatures could live,
but Ea is a god who performed the act of building the planet before that. Gilgamesh sword, which is crowned by Ea's name, changes the room itself by agitating space-time through the rotation of three layers of giant force fields. It is true power is not something to be used against a single living creature, but against the
world. Even among the many noble phantasms possessed by servants, there is one that is considered to be at the top, the sword that tore apart the world. The King of Heroes Another Name for Gilgamesh. It does not mean a king who is a hero, but is used with the implication that he is the king of heroes. The story of
Gilgamesh, the oldest hero of mankind, is copied in the mythologies of all the world's countries. The origin of all myths, the model of which heroes are based on ... to call him such would not be an exaggeration. More or less, the heroes of various myths are derived from Gilgamesh legend. As such, Gilgamesh possesses
the prototypes of Noble Phantasms that heroes carry ... the original treasures from before each legend was arranged. Although it may be a paradox, unless the original, Gilgamesh, possesses it, it cannot be handed over as Noble Phantasm possessed by the later heroes who were derived from him. When mankind was
still small. The king's treasury, which ruled his kingdom and lived in as much luxury as he wanted, was collected every treasure in the world. Inside the Treasury there are the valuable swords that saved later heroes, and it is preserved the cursed swords that stole the lives of the heroes. The reason Gilgamesh is called
the King of Heroes is here. Noble Phantasms is first and foremost one for a single hero. Not only does he have a roughly infinite amount of them, he also owns the legends that other heroes wake up against, as if it were natural. It should be impossible for an average hero to cross swords with him. As a heroic spirit, he is
an absolute warrior in battles against heroic spirits. While there are several heroes who have the title of king, as the King of Knights and the King of Conquerors, but in terms of being crowned with the title King of All Heroes, in all heaven and earth, he is the only one. When he was young, Gilgamesh's violent disposition
only grew. Of course, the people of Uruk, but even the gods who sent him, were greatly confused by his violence. Gilgamesh does not fulfill his original role. The insemonary creature needs someone to admonish him. Having come to that conclusion, the gods sent a simple life to the surface. The name was Enkidu. It was
a person made of a god and given her blood, the same as Gilgamesh. It had neither sex nor solid form. Enkidu, which was made of clay by a god, was Uruk's greatest weapon, able to change his shape at will. According to the god who was the mother's will, Enkidu confronted Gilgamesh before the temple of Uruk. With
their exchange of blows like a storm, their struggle occurred in the city. After the fierce battle, they both collapsed to the ground regardless of where, praised each other's bravery and became incomparable friends. Gilgamesh, who had been unmatched, found for the first time someone he could call a friend. After that,
while his vain attitude did not change, Gilgamesh, remonstrated by Enkidu, softened his tyranny. Gilgamesh, who had bought someone who understood him in Enkidu, defeated the guardian of the forest and the beast of the gods, Humbaba, and as the most excellent king on earth, took possession of every treasure. At
this time, the dazzlingly powerful Gilgamesh was an existence from which not even the gods could fend off the eyes. A goddess fell in love with this Gilgamesh. It was the goddess of fertility Ishtar. She proposed to Gilgamesh, but he quickly refused. Because he knew how capricious and cruel a witch who made men
useless Ishtar was. Ishtar, enraged by Gilgamesh's insults, like her revenge, clung to her father, the god Anu, in tears and released the greatest of divine animals, the Bull of Heaven, on earth. The bull of heaven is a disaster of extreme size dressed in storms. When it appeared, a seven-year famine and destruction
occurred on earth. In other words, Uruk's fall. Against this divine beast that no one could not match, Gilgamesh and Enkidu worked together to stand up to it and prepared it wonderfully. Once again, the goddess lost her face. Naturally, Isthar's rage had not diminished, and she prayed for death for the two from the gods.
Because for someone with a human body to kill the beast of the gods was a sin. Istar's wish was granted, and one of the two, Enkidu, who was created by the gods, unable to defy that agreement, slowly weathered and died. ... The only person who undertified the king, Enkidu. Just how much shadow his pilot cast over
Gilgamesh is told in his lifetime afterwards. Enkidu is a car weapon created by the clay of the gods. IN SE RA. Ph. terms, he is close to an AI. As a result of being complete from birth, he neither grows nor develops. He could take forms of variation as needed, but it is said that his common apparatus was a 16-year-old
person who could be like a girl or boy with long hair that slightly shines 01 - 闢 Star (Enema 闢) - The Last Treasure of Gilgamesh, which shows the beginning of each day. The space amputation by the sword and the divergence air that bears god's name in Mesopotamia mythology. When the Earth was still in its primitive
state, the Air God turned the surface covered with magma's sea and gas, and the power of the crushed and stabilized stars is said to have become a pseudo-deification. Many gods begin to build a country after the primitive earth stabilizes and becomes a world where life lives, but Air is said to be a god who made stars
before that. Gilgamesh sword, which is the name of the Air, causes space-time flow by rotating a large three-layer force field, which changes the room itself. Its true power is used not for a single life partner, but to the world. It is a sword that cuts through the world, which is considered to be one of the top of the many
treasures that the servants have. 02 - Hero King Gilgamesh name. It is used not to mean the king of heroes, but to the king of heroes. The story of Gilgamesh, mankind's oldest hero, was imitated by myths from around the world. The originals of all myths, models of heroes. It wouldn't be an overether to say. Or less, the
heroes of various myths are derived from the Gilgamesh legend. If so, Gilgamesh is the prototype of the treasure that heroes have. There will be possession of the treasure in the great book before it is arranged for each myth. Therefore, if Gilgamesh which is the original theory does not have it, the treasure is not
transferred to the hand of the hero who is a development system, even if it is a paradox. Then there were still few people. The king's warehouse, which took over the kingdom and left it in luxury, was a collection of all kinds of treasures from all over the world. The warehouse contains the originals of the treasure worlds
that helped the later heroes, as well as the originals of the magic swords that killed the heroes. This is why Gilgamesh is called Hero King. A treasure is originally a thing for a hero. Not only does he have almost unlimited possession of it, but he has as a matter of course, a legend whose heroes are not good at. There is
no way that an average spirit can compete with it. He is an absolutely strong person in the fight against the Spirits. There are many kings of knights, kings to conquer and heroes entitled king, but only this man in heaven and earth will receive the name of the king of all heroes. 03 - A friend of mine, Gilgamesh, who
became a young man, was only growing in violence. The people of Uruk, as well as the gods who sent him, were at a loss for the tyranny of Gilgamesh. Gilgamesh has not played his original role. His name is Elkidu. Like Gilgamesh, he is a godly man who has received god's blood. Sole has no gender, and there is no
fixed shape. Elkidu, the camp made by God, was uruk's strongest weapon. Elkidu followed his mother, God, and confronted Gilgamesh in front of the Temple of Uruk. The two sides crossed the blade like a storm, and the battle went all over the city. After a fierce battle, both fell to the ground without any of them, praised
the other's bravery, and became a friend of mine. For Gilgamesh, who had no equal existence, he was able to call him a friend for the first time. After that, Gilgamesh was licked by Elkidu and softened the pressure even if his self-respect did not change. Gilgamesh, who has an understanding of Elkidu, will take down the
forest guard Humbaba, god's animal, and keep all his fortunes as the best king on earth. At this time, Gilgamesh was dazzling and so great that even the gods could not look away. A goddess fell in love with Gilgamesh. It's Ishtar, goddess of fertility. She marries Gilgamesh, but Gilgamesh can easily get rid of it. I knew
how touching and brutal Ishtar was, and how a witch would destroy a man. Ishtar was furious that he had been offended by Gilgamesh, and in retaliation he called for his father, God Anu, and unleashed the strongest divine beast, heavenly bulls, to the earth. The bulls of heaven are super-high disasters in storms. When
this appears, seven years of famine and destruction will come to earth. That is, it is the destruction of Uruk. Gilgamesh and Elkidu work together against this animal of God without an enemy, and reject it wonderfully. The goddess's face was shattered again. Istar's anger, of course, did not subside, and she asked the
gods for the death of one of the two names. Because it is a sin to kill God's animals in the human body. Istar's wish was heard, and one of the two names, Elkidu, which was created by God God ...... Elkidu, the king's only understanding. His later life tells of how much the loss of him casts a shadow on Gilgamesh. Elkidu
is an autonomous weapon made of God's clay. Look, it's not something I say Ra. In PH it is close to AI. Because it was completed from the born time, it does not grow or develop. It is said that it was a human type about 16 years old who was not able to be taken with the girl and the boy who extended the hair that shined
pale in green for a long time initially alever it changed to different appearance if necessary. Skills 01 - Divinity [B (A +)] A judgment on whether Wehther or not one's body constitutes the property of being divine. Through he constitutes the great rank of divine Spirit ability, Gilgamesh himself has the gods, so rank has gone
down. 02 - Golden Rule [A] Not the Body Golden Ratio, but one's fate in terms of how much money follows one around in life. At rank A, it is possible to call it a soul of gold. With this Goldy attude, even while living as a multimillionaire, he will have no money trouble bringing his life. 03 - Collector [EX] Allability to acquire
high quality items. It is the luck of making even rare objects, but because it only apparatuses for Gilgamesh himself, it does not bless the Master. Gilgamesh is a collector of targets. I collected all the measures of the earth, Gilgamesh's favorite phrase, but it is not a metaphor. He collected and saved away a sample of all
the technology that was carved bring his age and sealed them. What Gilgamesh saved, gathered than to be processing, is the origin of human intelligence itself. If it does not exist in Gilgamesh's tryase, then there is something produced by a new brew of mankind, access to a whole new concept, something made by the
technology of the culture born from the intelligent life of another heavenly body, one of the two. For that reason, of course, he has planes and submarines. The people's decision from before Christ is no different, and it would not do for the craft of antiquity when magic was in good health to be infrior to the crafts of modern
times. People generally realize the tools of hope that they dream of, and every time it happens, it ended with them being related to the king's hand. The offensive skill Gilgamesh uses, Gate of Babylon, shoots the treat he collected like this as arrows. The gate to the golden capital opens, and his treasures are ejected from
his processing cellar. This is a progression, but after noble phantasms that are shot out are used, no matter how far it is gone, it turns to Gilgamesh treatment cellar. Hah. I make up a noble phantasm that excels at the task of retrieval, says the person himself. 01 - Agami [B(A+)] Determination of whether the body has a
divine attribute. Although it has the greatest divine correctness, Gilgamesh himself is ranked down because he hates God. 02 - Golden Rule [A] The fate of how much money follows in life, not the golden relationship between the body. If it becomes Rank A, it can be said that there is a Soul. It is the first time a millionaire
can make money and he will be in trouble for money for life. 03 - Collector [EX] talent to get better quality items. You are lucky enough to get rare items often, but there is no benefit to the master because it only applies to Gilgamesh himself. Gilgamesh is also a tax collector. All the treasures on earth have been collected
is Gilgamesh's habit, but it is not a metaphor or anything. He collected, paid for and sealed the forms of all the techniques that had occurred in his day. What Gilgamesh stores are not so much a treasure as the original of human wisdom. If there is something that is not in the collection of hero king, it will be either by a
completely new concept that the new humanity is born or of civilizational technology of the intellectual life of other celestial bodies. Therefore, the aircraft and submarine are of course equipped. Even before e.D., people's desires do not change, and the old techniques of the time when the magic was alive and well ⼈が夢
⾒る希望の道具はたいてい実現し、その都度、王の⼿によって接収されていた訳だ。 ギルガメッシュが⽤いる攻撃スキル、『ゲートオブバビロン』はこうして集めた財宝を ⽮として射出するもの。 ⻩⾦の都に通じる扉を開き、彼の宝物庫から財宝を撃ちだしているのである。 余談ではあるが、撃ち出された宝具は
使⽤後、ほどなくしてギルガメッシュの宝物庫に戻っていく。 「フッ。 回収⽤の優れた宝具があるのだ」 とは本⼈の弁。 Setting Source The demigod king who ruled over the Sumerian city-state of Uruk in the time before Christ. Not only a legend, but also a real person, the king written about in mankind's oldest epic,
The Epic of Gilgamesh. With great divinity as two-thirds god and a third human being, without anyone to match him in this world, he was perfected as a transcendent being who achieved everything in the world. In his childhood, he was loved by the people as the ideal ruler, but as he grew, possible because of being
treated as almighty, his regards to the people declined, and he came to rule uruk with absolute power. But just being oppressive does not one a tyrant, he made Uruk flourish properly, found a friend he could talk to, and in personally underjugating the phenomena that would harm the people, that heroic quality can not be
doubted. He is the heroic figure who defeated the bull so great that it was shrouded in heaven and made civilization in this fortified Sumerian city unshakable. The following is historical fact, which differs from The Epic of Gilgamesh. According to a fragment of an inscription found in an archaeological excavation of the
historical ruins of this Sumerian city, Uruk was a city-state that existed on the coast of Persian south of Mesopotamia, and he was the fifth king of the city's first dynasty. It gained assets through ocean trading and suppressed the region of southern Mesopotamia. He prevailed in the battle against Aga, the king of Kish who
controlled the north made strong city-states sumer. But as a result of the ruthless deforestation of the forest due to the construction of ships, their farmland was destroyed. For that reason, Gilgamesh, who sought the giant tree, Lebanon Cedar, launched an expedition all the way to distant Phoenicia (modern-day
Lebanon), fighting against the forest people, called Humbaba, won victory against them, bringing the massive tree back with them. Source According to The Epic of Gilgamesh, it appears that Gilgamesh, after the loss of Enkidu, fell into depression, his former power gone. The fact that Enkidu, whose strength had not
been inferior to Gilgamesh's own, could die, was the shock that Gilgamesh received. Gilgamesh, who was plagued by death anxiety, eventually embarked on a trip to the kingdom of death in search of perpetual youth and eternal life. It was said that there lived a sage that had lived since placing a large amount of animals
on a sheet of paper before it came from a deluge that attacked the earth. This sage was said to be the only one of the earth escape from death and live to the present. Gilgamesh sought him, and is right across the wilderness alone. At the end of the long journey and many difficulties, Gilgamesh finally managed to reach
the kingdom of the dead. There he met sage, Utnapishtim, with him, and eventually Gilgamesh achieved the spirit herb of perpetual you are and eternal life. Gilgamesh chame to rise above death that had been even Enkidu. His heart's desire fully irritated, bringing his triumphant back to Uruk, Gilgamesh stopped at a
spring. He cleansed himself; It seems that he wanted to test the frits of his work while in perfect condition. But. While he bathed, unexpecedly, a snake with an empty stomach sniffed out the smell of the spirit herb of perpetual you have and international life. When he noticed, it was too late. Panicked, Gilgamesh
appeared from the spring, all that remained there was the skin that the snake had shed. Having lost the spirit herb of perpetual you are and international life in this way, Gilgamesh was irrituted for a long interval, but afterwards, he made his way back to his own castle, Uruk. While Gilgamesh was serious after this, he
quietly ruled his condition, sent to the next king, and will to his eternal rest. Without telling anyone about how the Spirit herb of perpetual you are and international life. Mankind's oldest king of heroes, Gilgamesh. Disagreement with the gods, the journey of perpetual you are and eteralt life, a deluge that covered the world.
In the epic is the foundation of every legend. The truth of his epic poem, which has many uncertiain points about fine details exists on the other side of the veil of romance placed on it today. This is a different digestion, but the snake is reborn with a new body every time there is skin because it is tole and ate Gilgamesh
spirit herb ... That's what's being said. It sees that the way the snake goes about it is life appaled to the old people as a kind of perpetual youngth and international life that was not accessible to humans. 01 - Source: Half-God half-king who underwroded the city-state of Uruk of Shmer, B.C. The king described in
mankind's oldest epic, Gilgamesh Epic, which is said to be not only legendary, but also real. Two-thirds had a high apothmia of God and a third was male, and there was no one against him in this world, and he was completed as a transcendor who had won all this world. His childhood intoxicated people as ideal rulers,
but when he grew up out of all-rounders, he no longer omitted the people, and ruled Uruk with absolute power. However, there is no doubt in its heroic character, such as getting Uruk to flourish properly, finding friends who can speak, and suppressing demons that are harmful to the people. Even the great bulls covering
the sky have been defeated, and they are a solid example of Shmer's fortched civilization. The following is a historical thing, different from Epic. According to fragments of inscriptions excavated from the ruins of the city of Shmer, Uruk is a city-state that existed on the Persian coast south of Mesopotamia, and he is
considered the fifth king of the First Dynasty. Gained economic strength through maritime trade and conquered the southern region of Mesopotamia. He won the battle against King by Kisch, who won the North, and made shmer city nation a solid one. But as a result of forest deforestation as a material for shipbuilding,
agricultural land is destroyed. Therefore, Gilgamesh should have traveled far to Phoenician (present-day Lebanon) in search of the vast Lebanese cedar, fought against the people of the forest called Humbaba, won this, and brought back a large number of trees. 02 - According to source Epic, Gilgamesh fell dark after
losing Elkidu, and the former momentum is said to have been lost. Gilgamesh was shocked by the fact that even Elkidu, who has as much power as he can, would die. Gilgamesh, plagued by the anxiety of death, finally set out to the underworld in search of immortals. It is said that there is an old man who survived by
putting many animals on the box ship in front of the tsunami that hit the ground there before. A wise man who escapes death alone on earth and continues to live. In search of him, Gilgamesh went to the wilderness alone. After a long journey and many difficulties, Gilgamesh finally reached the underworld. Then he met
an old man named Napusitem and talked about it, and he finally got the spirit of immortality. Even the death that robbed Elkidu would exceed Gilgamesh. On the way to Uruk, Gilgamesh stopped until the spring. He must have tried to purify himself and test his achievements in a state of completeness. But. While bathing
in the water, a snake that happened to be hungry smelled of immortal reeds. When I noticed, it was all too late. Late. Thus he lost the reeds of immortality, and Gilgamesh was long impatient before returning to Uruk, where he lived. After that, Gilgamesh calmly took over the country, even though it was fierce, and left the
city to the next king to sleep. I don't want to tell anyone about the place of immortal spirit. Gilgamesh, mankind's oldest hero king. A feud with God, a journey of immortality and a great flood that covers the world. The epic has the original form of each myth. The truth of his epic with many questions is on the other side of
the veil of romance now. As a side, every time a snake peels off, it is because he drinks gilgamesh mausoleum that changes to a new body. It is also said that the Old would have seen immortality, which humans do not have, in the way snakes are. Fate / EXTRA CCC dialogue , Interview summary: Applyly Gil personality
is heavenly influenced by the era he is summoned to. He was an idiot in the FSN because the world (his property) was sullied by the state of society in the early 2000s, which rubbed him in the way. He has taken a livelihood to the virtual world of 2032, how, so his personality is more stable and closed to how he really
was in life. Wada says he reminds her a little of Hollow Ataraxia Gil. Fate/ EXTRA CCC dialogue , TYPE-MOON Ace 8 Fate / EXTRA CCC Nasu and Takeuchi Interviews - Pages 11-12, 39-43 [] Fate / EXTRA material - Encyclepedia: AUO Cast-Off [Other], p.163 AUO Cast-Off [Other] This is the thing of Supreme Beauty
That Gilgamesh Exposures in the first chapter. As I moved the script I got about the prospect of The Included a Cast-Off (nude) Scene in the game. One of the staff suggested: For this scene let's have gil in the swimsuit, and then hold the camera straightened up so that we just show bare skin to fool the players. But then
another staffer said: What? You need a nude photo of Gil, don't you? We allReady has one done you know. It made me feel like I was late for the party. After that, the wet staff had randomly created some extra costumes for the female protagonist outside of working hours amazing a swimsuit version, gym uniform and
even touts. Of course, we're happy to put them all into the game. I want to give a big tank to Kunimitsu-san from the 3D modeling team. Thanks to you, from the second week Awards in the game the main character is undoubtedly quantum as a Pervert. AUO cast-off [Other] The highest beauty that Gilgamesh exposes in
Chapter 5. At the time of the scenario production, the entertainment came off and thrown off, and the staff said: This is a replacement for Gil's swimsuit. I made a mistake by reflecting only the part of the skin well in the camera up and added the annotation, Eh? It's Gil's nudity, isn't it? That's it? It was answered as if I
were a writer who couldn't read the air. Why is it? Later, the employees who had made out of working hours were voluntarily discovered not only naked by Gil, but also the swimsuit of the female hero, gym suit and tights, it became a beautiful adoption. Thank you very much, Model Kunimitsu. Thanks to the hero after the
second week is a pervert no matter how you look at it. External links[edit &amp;edit] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA without anything else. Noted. Noted.
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